
Compelling Benefits
1.    Saves time and money. A single QwikSwap® Azure® with an Azure® motor can replace most OEM

variable speed motors from all equipment brands 1/3 – 1 HP. Don’t waste time chasing expensive OEM
replacement motors/modules. Get the customer up and running immediately.

2.    Aids in the troubleshooting of variable speed motor equipped systems. Blower
motor not operating? You replace the expensive motor only to find there is also a problem with the HVAC control
board.  Explain this to your customer; or use the QwikSwap® Azure® to confirm HVAC control board operation
PRIOR to replacing the motor. A more accurate diagnosis allows for a more accurate cost estimate to the customer.  

3.    Provides a temporary blower motor replacement solution. If the customer insists on
an OEM replacement variable speed motor, but it is not immediately available, install the QwikSwap® Azure® and
have the customer comfortable until the OEM motor becomes available.

Simple Installation
Step 1: Move factory harnesses from OEM variable speed motor to QwikSwap® Azure®

Step 2: Install Azure motor (MARS Nos. 10865/10866) and connect speed taps to QwikSwap® Azure®

Step 3: Move on to the next service call

The QwikSwap® Azure® is a time and
money saving solution that allows 
the immediate replacement of a failed 
OEM 4/16 pin variable speed ECM
(Genteq 1.0, 2.0, 2.3, 3.0, Emerson/US
Motors/Nidec, and communicating
motors) with an Azure® ECM from MARS.
Converts the variable speed signal to
three varying speeds on the Azure®

constant torque ECM.
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MARS
NO. DESCRIPTION

08506 QwikSwap® Azure® Variable Speed Motor Adapter (for use with Azure® MARS Nos. 10865/10866) 

10868 QwikSwap® Azure® w/Azure Motor (115/230V, 1/3 – 1/2 HP)

10869 QwikSwap® Azure® w/Azure Motor (115/230V, 3/4 – 1 HP)


